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In 1909 the poet Filippo Tommaso Marinetti published the founding manifesto of Italian Futurism, an inflammatory celebration of "the love of danger" and "the beauty of speed"
that provoked readers to take aggressive action and "glorify war--the world's only hygiene." Marinetti's words unleashed an influential artistic and political movement that has
since been neglected owing to its exaltation of violence and nationalism, its overt manipulation of mass media channels, and its associations with Fascism.Inventing Futurism is a
major reassessment of Futurism that reintegrates it into the history of twentieth-century avant-garde artistic movements. Countering the standard view of Futurism as naïvely
bellicose, Christine Poggi argues that Futurist artists and writers were far more ambivalent in their responses to the shocks of industrial modernity than Marinetti's incendiary
pronouncements would suggest. She closely examines Futurist literature, art, and politics within the broader context of Italian social history, revealing a surprisingly powerful
undercurrent of anxiety among the Futurists--toward the accelerated rhythms of urban life, the rising influence of the masses, changing gender roles, and the destructiveness of
war. Poggi traces the movement from its explosive beginnings through its transformations under Fascism to offer completely new insights into familiar Futurist themes, such as
the thrill and trauma of velocity, the psychology of urban crowds, and the fantasy of flesh fused with metal, among others. Lavishly illustrated and unparalleled in scope, Inventing
Futurism demonstrates that beneath Futurism's belligerent avant-garde posturing lay complex and contradictory attitudes toward an always-deferred utopian future.
Mentre la neve ricopre Berlino con il suo manto candido, la giovane antiquaria Lilly Kaiser osserva i passanti transitare davanti alla vetrina del negozio, in attesa di rientrare finalmente a casa.
A un certo punto, però, un uomo anziano varca la soglia e le consegna un prezioso violino, sostenendo che le appartiene. Scossa da quella visita, Lilly apre la custodia e trova uno spartito dal
titolo "Giardino al chiaro di luna". La curiosità cresce, insieme all'attrazione per quell'antico strumento. Con la complicità di Ellen, amica d’infanzia ed esperta restauratrice, e di Gabriel,
affascinante musicologo, Lilly inizierà un viaggio che la porterà prima a Londra, poi in Italia, e infine nella lontana e selvaggia isola di Sumatra, sulle tracce di due enigmatiche violiniste
scomparse molti anni prima. Quale segreto si nasconde nella storia del violino? Per quale motivo è finito nelle sue mani? E cosa ha a che fare tutto questo con lei?Romantico, avvincente,
passionale, "Il giardino al chiaro di luna" è un romanzo di cui ci si innamora.
Il sole splende alto nel cielo e Mumin è felice. Andranno tutti all'Isola Solitaria alla ricerca di un tesoro. Ma mentre stanno per partire cala la notte. Risciranno a trovare il tesoro al chiaro di
luna? Sì, il chiaro di luna li conduce a delle perle.
Volume 10 examines how the innovative impulses that came from Italy were creatively merged with indigenous traditions and how many national variants of Futurism emerged from this fusion.
Ten essays investigate various aspects of Italian Futurism and its links to Austria, Georgia, France, Hungary and Portugual and in fields such as Typography, Olfaction, Photography. Section 2
examines seven examples of caricatures and satires of Futurism in the contemporary press, followed by Section 3, reporting on the Archiv der Avantgarden (AdA) in Dresden. Section 4
communicates bibliographic details of 120 book publications on Futurism in the period 2017-2020, including exhibition catalogues, conference proceedings and editions.
Their provocative manifestos and outrageous performances earned the Italian Futurists international fame but, surprisingly, very little recognition outside of Italy for their actual achievements.
The few English and American critics who have studied the movement in any depth have focused on the first phase, which spanned the years 1909-15 and was centred in Milan, Rome, and
Florence. By contrast, the second phase covered a much longer period and represented a pan-Italian phenomenon. Despite the wealth of material available about this later part of the
movement, there has been little attempt to survey Futurist activity outside of the major geographical centres in any detail or to relate it to the Futurist mainstream. In The Other Futurism,
Willard Bohn seeks to remedy this oversight by examining the work of Futurists in Venice, Padua, and Verona from 1909 to 1944. He considers these local artists and writers both in terms of
their relationship with F.T. Marinetti, who remained the major theorist and organizer of Futurist activities, and of their own specific adaptations and appropriations of Futurist theory. Conceived
as a combination literary history and critical study, The Other Futurism looks at particular examples of literature, visual arts, and the performing arts and, using a series of rare documents,
sheds new light on the complex cultural and political issues at the heart of this neglected chapter in Italy's history.
""52000+ Spanish - Italian Italian - Spanish Vocabulary" - is a list of more than 52000 words translated from Spanish to Italian, as well as translated from Italian to Spanish.Easy to use- great for tourists and
Spanish speakers interested in learning Italian. As well as Italian speakers interested in learning Spanish.
Wyatt Brandt e Brooke McKay passano insieme una notte di passione prima di andare ognuno per la propria strada. Nessuno dei due però è stato del tutto sincero, così quando mesi dopo, durante una
tempesta, Brooke viene ospitata nella tenuta di Wyatt scopre che è vedovo e padre di due gemelli. Colpita dalla scoperta, gli è però riconoscente per l'ospitalità e acconsente a fingersi la tata dei suoi due figli
davanti alla madre dell'uomo. Terminata la recita, Brooke decide di andarsene e continuare a custodire il segreto che avrebbe cambiato le loro vite. Ma la passione che li aveva animati mesi prima non è
scemata e, anzi, spinge Wyatt a cercarla. Sembra arrivato per Brooke il momento delle rivelazioni...
Writing a play is a laborious task that includes different phases, from the finding of a subject to the preparation and finally to the writing. However, writing is a creative and dynamic process, so even the best
preparation can be vain. Documenting and sharing my experiences is one part of this thesis. Other questions that are being answered would be what the play is actually about and what input that has been
integrated. A complete image of the work is supposed to be conveyed in order to get an overall idea of it. That includes characters, story and also the body of thought that is being elucidated. But also own
thoughts about the different topics shall be communicated, for that is one of the advantages to an author. Why did I write and do what? What did I care about? Why did I choose to write a play?
Old people in retirement homes are dying off at an alarming rate in a murderous scam to make money from their apartments. When photographer Maggie Holloway's stepmother dies, she investigates.
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